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Mr Nice - Afghan Skunk X Afghan Haze
This was to be a limited edition seed but due to popular demand
from all levels and styles of growers this hybrid is finding a regular
place in the MNS Hall of fame. The Afghan Skunk combination is
full of fruity undertones and berry flavors combined to the Afghan
Haze male which gives it a pungent and recognizable smell and
taste. It rewards all of those who grow it usually superseding
expectations.
Afghan Skunk X Afghan Haze seed is suitable for all styles and
levels of growers and a marvel for most medically motivated
growers. Does equally well on organics or hydro or coco or what
ever medium used for cultivation, and the same clone grown in
different mediums is only really recognized by its flavor and scent
as the yields can fluctuate. Expect the plant to be finished flowering
between 9-11 weeks, but there are a few possible at 8 weeks, it all
lies with the selection and competence of growing. Yields will range
from 450 -600 grams a square meter for indoor growers and very
heavy for outdoor and greenhouse cultivations.
With the 25% mix of Haze it is better suited to cooler areas than
most Afghan hybrids and resists mould better in places of early
rains. An excellent remake of old school lines originating from
Neville in the late 1980s.
Link: www.kiwiland.com/cannabis-seeds/mr-nice-seed-bank/afghan-skunk-xafghan-haze.html

Characteristics
Brand
Gender
Type
Genetics
High
Flowering
Height
Yield

Mr Nice seed bank
Regular seeds
Indoor ; Outdoor ; Greenhouse
Very strong up high
60 - 70 days
150 - 175 cm
500 - 600 grams per m2
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Price exc.

Vat
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15 seeds (reg)

SMRN1070

53,72 euro

21.0 %
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65,00 euro

